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WHEN DO YOU LEAVE THE CHAIR?  |  SHALT

The key to spiritual maturity is a combination of self-awareness and self-discipline.  By recognizing certain 

signs, we learn more about when we “leave the chair”.  Each of us has patterns.  We are most tempted to 

struggle when we are not at our best.  Most of us “leave the chair” when we are struggling with one of the 

following triggers: Stress, Hungry, Angry, Lonely, or Tired.  It seems simple enough, but when these basic 

needs are not met, we are susceptible to self-destructive behaviors.  If we take the time to learn from life, 

we are more able to identify when we are most tempted to leave the chair. 

Prayerfully reflect upon the following questions.

Stress.  How do you respond to stress?  Do you indulge?  Do you vent?  Are you more present or less present 

to God or others.  What stresses you most?  When are you most stressed?  Does stress lure you “out of the 

chair?”

Hungry.  Hungry for attention.  Hungry for praise.  Hungry for acceptance.  Hungry for companionship.  Hun-

gry for meaning.  Hungry for touch.  Hungry for love.  When are you “hungry”?  What are you “hungry” for?  

Does hungry lure you “out of the chair?”

Angry.  How do respond to anger?  Do you express it?  Do you repress it?  When are you angry?  What most 

frequently angers you?  Most importantly, how do you respond to anger?  Does anger lure you “out of the 

chair?”

Lonely.  How do respond to loneliness?  Do you feel it?  Do you repress it?  Do you attempt to “medicate” with 

forms of self-indulgence?  Most importantly, how do you respond to loneliness?  Does loneliness lure you 

“out of the chair?”

Tired:  How do respond to fatigue?  Are you tired?  Are you more or less virtuous when you are tired?  Most 

importantly, how do you respond to fatigue?  Does fatigue lure you “out of the chair?”

F O R  Y O U R  P R AY E R

Prayerfully reflect on the questions listed above.

Of the words Stress, Hungry, Angry, Lonely, or Tired, which one or two most describes when you are most 

vulnerable?
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WHY DO YOU LEAVE THE CHAIR?
The Dynamics of Conslation & Desolation

Sometimes we will feel God’s presence: We call that consolation.  Consolation can be described as a sense 

of peace, or a feeling of joy, or a desire for God.  Sometimes we experience it as authentic contrition that 

may move us to tears. Each of these are ways of describing God’s presence.  Spiritual consolation are the 

thoughts, feelings, and desires that elicit my desire for God and capacity to do His will. 

If there is such a thing as spiritual consolation, that means that there is such a thing as spiritual desolation.  

Spiritual desolation is when we “feel” as if God is not there.  Of course, we are always in the presence of 

God.  He is never not there.  However, we all experience seasons in our life when it may “feel” as if the peace 

or joy or presence is gone.   We call this spiritual desolation.

We are more susceptible to temptation during times of spiritual desolation than we are during times of 

consolation. Why?  We can misinterpret what spiritual desolation feels like to mean that God is no longer 

with us.  Thus, we may be tempted to leave “the chair” and grasp after sin in an attempt to not feel the 

spiritual desolation.

Prayerfully reflect upon the following questions.

• When God does not answer your prayer how or when you want, how do you respond? 

• When you don’t hear God how or when you want, how do you respond?

• When you don’t feel God how or when you want, how do you respond? 

• When you don’t want God or desire holiness, how do you respond?

• When things are going well spiritually, are you more prone to “leave the chair”?

• When you experience spiritual desolation, are you more prone to “leave the chair”?

F O R  Y O U R  P R AY E R

Prayerfully reflect on the questions listed above. 

What’s your history or your pattern?  How do you respond to spiritual desolation?
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WHY DO YOU LEAVE THE CHAIR?
The Difficulties of Life Itself

Much of what we “feel” inside is because of the natural ebb and flow of consolation and desolation, but 

there are other reasons we might “leave the chair”.  

• For example: when someone in your life experiences turmoil or upset or tragedy, how are you affected?  

Are you more or less tempted with SHALT (Stress, Hungry, Angry, Lonely, Tired)?

• For example: when there’s an unexpected curveball in your marriage, or with your kids, at home, or at 

work, how are you affected?  Are you more or less tempted with SHALT?

Sometimes life unfolds in such a way that we aren’t prepared for what hits us.  Just as we are more suscep-

tible to temptation when we feel as if God is not there, we are more susceptible to temptation during the 

seasons of life’s struggles. 

Why?  Some of us may misinterpret why bad things happen to good people.  When life doesn’t meet our 

expectations, it is natural to want to blame someone.  When there is no one left to blame, we often blame 

God, assuming that God could have stopped whatever happened from happening.  During the struggles 

of life, we can erroneously deduce that God is not there because for many of us we can’t understand how 

God could or would be a part of something tragic.

The seasons of struggle are also marked with fatigue.  We can struggle with physical fatigue, as those 

moments stretch us more.  We can struggle with emotional fatigue, as those moments drain us of our inner 

strength.  We can struggle with relational fatigue, as those moments can tax relationships.  When we are 

tired, we are more susceptible to temptation.  My defenses are lowered and I am more prone to grasping at 

“something” to help me forget about “where” I am.

We all respond differently to the difficulties of life.  The key is a combination of self-awareness and self-dis-

cipline.  By recognizing certain signs, we learn more about why we “leave the chair”.

F O R  Y O U R  P R AY E R

Look deep within your heart. 

How do you respond to life when it’s difficult?  How do you “leave the chair”?
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WHY DO YOU LEAVE THE CHAIR?

Is My Life a Favorable Enviornment?

When directing retreats, I often hear retreatants express their fear of “what’s next” as their retreat comes 

to an end.  I often remind them in those moments of questioning that three things helped make their retreat 

what it was.  First, they had a desire for God.  Second, God had a desire for them.  Third, the atmosphere 

of retreat was a favorable environment for those two things to come together.  The good news for the 

retreatant is that we will always have a desire for God and that God will always have a desire for us.  The 

real work of the spiritual life is creating a favorable environment so that our desire for God can meet God’s 

desire for us. There are a few non-negotiables for a healthy, favorable environment.  Reflect upon the fol-

lowing questions which further unpack the favorable environment.

Pace.  Am I living life too fast?  Is my pace in life helping or hurting my capacity to hear God’s voice on a 

daily basis? Am I too busy?  Why am I so busy?  Really, why is my pace as it is?  On the other hand, some of 

us may be in a different season in life.  Some of us may have more time than we care for. I f so, how do you 

feel about not being as busy as you used to be?  How do you feel about the time you do have?

Silence.  Do I intentionally allow for silence during the day?  If not, why not?  What is the real reason I fill 

empty moments with music or diversion?  Am I comfortable with silence?  If not, why not?

Screens.  How much screen time (phones, television, computers, tablets, etc.) is healthy for someone at-

tempting to grow spiritually?  When do I grasp for the screen?  Why do I grasp for the screen?  Really – look 

deep within – what are you really looking for in the grasping for the screen?  It’s not so much about the 

screen as much as it is why we grasp for the screen.

Health.  Is my health helping or hurting my spiritual life?  Is my diet, exercise, and general health helping my 

stay “in the chair” or is it the source of what pulls me “out of the chair”?  Do I have patterns of addiction?  Do 

I drink too much? Do I struggle with drug abuse?  Do I struggle with other addictions such as pornography, 

masturbation, gambling, or other self-indulgent behavior?

Known.  Does at least one person really know me?  All my struggles?  All my secrets?  Do I have at least one 

person who really knows me?  Are there certain parts of my heart that are “off limits” to others? 

Accountability.  Do I have anyone in my life who has permission to hold me to a higher standard?  Do I have 

anyone in my life who wants my holiness as much as - or more - than I do? 

F O R  Y O U R  P R AY E R

Prayerfully reflect on the questions listed above.

Which one or two most describes where you are most vulnerable?
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WHY DO YOU LEAVE THE CHAIR?
Recoiling When God Gets Too Close

“With ever more accurate darts of love, the Holy Spirit opens our consciences before God so that deeper 

and more effective healing can occur; at times His coming is so pure that it causes us to have pain and 

recoil at the level of intimacy God wishes His Son to achieve in our being.  We recoil at our own needed 

medicine because it will bring about a change, and sin wishes no change to occur.  Sin pathologically 

clings only to the endless boredom of repetitive daily”1 medicating.

None of us is perfect.  Many of us struggle with life and the hurts of life.  In our hearts, we often carry the 

pain of our past.  However, it is instinctive for us to run from pain.  Thus, sometimes when people get too 

close, many of us may push them away.  What we do with people, we often do with God.  When God gets 

too close, we often push God away. 

Reflect upon the following questions as you reflect upon your history of recoiling.

• Are there memories - and with great reverence, may we ask about the painful memories - that you 

have made a conscious decision to let no one, including God, near?

• Are there sins from your past that you can’t forget or that you can’t forgive yourself of?

• Are there sins from your past that you have intentionally not brought to the Sacrament of Reconcilia-

tion? 

• Are there regrets or resentments from your past that you won’t let others or God near?

• Are there particular topics or issues that, as soon as others “go there”, you push them away?  If so, do 

you do the same thing with God?

• Are there emotions, patterns, or habits in your present lifestyle that you know are leading you “out of 

the chair?” 

F O R  Y O U R  P R AY E R

Prayerfully reflect on the questions listed above. 

Which one or two most describes where you are most vulnerable?

1 Deacon James Keating, Ph.D., The Eucharist and the Healing of Affection for Sin.


